The platypus has intrigued and baffled scientists for centuries. In 1799, when the first
pelt was examined by zoologist George Shaw in London, its bizarre appearance led to
it being thought a hoax – a paradoxical mash-up of a duck’s bill and feet, a
beaver’s tail, and an otter’s body. When no stitching was found,
the specimen was accepted, ushering in an overhaul of
mammalian classification. More than 200 years later,
this elusive monotreme still confounds. Researchers
such as Tamielle Brunt from Wildlife Queensland,
Josh Griffiths from EnivroDNA, and Gilad Bino
from the Platypus Conservation Initiative are tasked
with understanding how this species survives, the
threats it faces, and how many individuals remain
in the wild. They’re aided in their mission by a new
technology: eDNA.

DETECTING
A PARADOX
T

he living platypus (Ornithorhynchus
anatinus) is the sole remaining
member of its family and genus
and exists only in Australia, although
much larger ancient platypus species
are known from prehistory (see p. 33). It
shares the most basal mammalian order,
Monotremata, with four other extant
egg-laying mammals – the echidnas
of Australasia. Inhabiting freshwater
waterways along Australia’s eastern
seaboard, from Tasmania to far north
Queensland, the species is semi-aquatic
and notoriously shy and solitary, making it
difficult to determine population sizes. To
date, no robust Australia-wide assessment
of overall numbers exists, and only South
Australia lists the species as Endangered
following localised extinctions from its
former range in the Mt Lofty Ranges and
Adelaide Hills.
In 2016, the platypus was ‘upgraded’ to
Near Threatened on the International Union
for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red
List, primarily due to population declines
over the past decade and its dependency
on freshwater waterways, which are being
drastically altered by human disturbances.
Until the early 1900s, platypuses were
hunted for their fur, but although they are
now protected in all Australian states and
territories, declines have continued.
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Land clearing and irrigation; increased
stormwater runoff; declining water quality;
damming and modification of waterways
and flow regimes; predation by dogs,
cats and foxes; litter entanglement,
and enclosed yabby traps threaten the
platypus’s survival across its range.
Tasmanian platypuses are also at risk from
the fungal disease mucormycosis, which
causes skin lesions, debilitation and death.
Platypuses have existed for millennia,
and as O. anatinus is considered relatively
common, it is not included in the
Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act), yet the
potential for extinction remains very real.

The need for a national model
The Platypus Conservation Initiative (PCI)
– a joint project established in 2016 to
bring together experts from universities,
Taronga Zoo, and state and federal
government departments – is synthesising
all available knowledge on the platypus to
develop an understanding of the species’
life history and a national assessment of
risks and conservation strategies.
In 2015, Gilad Bino and Tom Grant, from
the University of NSW (both members
of the PCI), published a mark–recapture
study of four decades of research on 812
platypuses in the Shoalhaven River, NSW.

Indigenous Dreaming stories attributed a similar
‘mosaic’ origin to the platypus, crediting it to a
duck mother and a water rat father.
Photo: Doug Gimesy

They found that platypuses in their first
two years of life had very low survival
rates. Juvenile males were especially at
risk, as they were more likely to disperse
away from their natal areas. As a result,
fragmented populations can be very
vulnerable and may experience rapid
declines and even local extinction if
habitat is destroyed. Such insights into
the species’ life history will help Gilad
develop a national model of population
dynamics and determine the impact
environmental threats are having on
platypus populations. This, along with
implementing changes to occurrence
records in national atlas databases, will
allow for a more robust assessment of
the species’ conservation status and
extinction risk.

Knowing where to look
Tamielle Brunt, from Wildlife
Queensland’s PlatypusWatch Network,
has spent years examining habitat in
South-East Qld, particularly Brisbane’s
Moggill Creek, searching for these semiaquatic wonders. ‘Platypuses rely on key
features to thrive and survive,’ she says.
‘High, stable riverbanks are needed for
burrowing and nesting sites. Females can
burrow up to 30 m, so soil stability from
extensive tree root systems is vital.’

A DAY (OR NIGHT) IN THE LIFE OF A PLATYPUS ECOLOGIST
Researchers use a combination of methods to gather detailed information about this bizarre
animal. Tamielle Brunt explains how a typical ‘mark–recapture’ survey is conducted.
For a platypus ecologist, night-time is
‘showtime’. As mainland platypuses are
predominantly nocturnal (Tasmanian
individuals are slightly less so) and are
active for around 10–12 hours daily, the
primary method involves long nights
wearing waders and head-torches and
waiting on cold riverbanks or in even
colder aluminium ‘tinnies’ in anticipation
of this most mysterious of mammals
making an appearance.
Each captured platypus will be gently
removed from the trap – handled by the
thickness of the tail, which doesn’t hurt but
protects researchers from the venomous spur
on the hind feet of the male. The platypus is
then put in a calico bag, which is placed on
a foam pad on the back tray of a ute, where
the platypus receives a fifteen-minute health
and ID check. Age, sex, weight, length, bill
length and condition are all recorded. From
this data, we can ascertain the overall health
of the individual and the population, and
can research metrics such as abundance. A
tissue sample is taken from the margin of the
webbing on the feet, and the platypus will be
microchipped (if it hasn’t been captured and
chipped before). Its details are then added to
the database. Microchipping, radio-tagging

and other telemetric methods sometimes
enable us to track species from afar. When
we’re finished, the calico bag is placed at the
water’s edge and the platypus waddles out,
slides into the water and swims away.
Two to three platypuses per night is a
good result. The final check of the nets
usually gets us out of bed just before dawn.
After downing a quick coffee to wake us
up, we eagerly await the last platypus of the
night! Sometimes we get it; sometimes we
don’t. Either way, the nets are then packed
up and cleaned, ready for another survey.
In the following days, DNA from the tissue
sample is analysed in the lab to determine
the platypus’s relationship with others in the
region and to gauge the ‘genetic health’
of the population. Observational data is
often provided by volunteers like those
from Wildlife Queensland’s PlatypusWatch
Network or other citizen science initiatives,
and the smartphone app platypusSPOT,
which automates the process of recording
sightings. Sometimes, even following
observational data from ‘spotters’, we
don’t find any platypuses at all. In such
cases, repeat surveying is required to
verifying sightings.

Top left: During surveys, we set up Fyke nets
(cylindrical nets mounted on rings with anchors
on the bottom) to capture platypuses and record
individual numbers. Top: Josh weighs a platypus.
Centre: Measurements of tail length, body
length, bill length and overall health and fitness
are recorded. Bottom: DNA and tissue samples
(including skin from between the webbing) are
taken, and health data is recorded to create a
detailed file on each platypus. Left: Nets are
checked regularly throughout the night, and Josh
and Tamielle watch eagerly for the smallest of
movements in the nets. When they wade in, their
head-torches make bright halos in the darkness as
they lean over to peer in. When Tamielle spots the
sleek fur of a platypus, shimmering in the light, she
can’t help but crack a smile. Photos: Doug Gimesy
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Left: Tamielle holds a platypus by the tail to avoid
the male’s venomous spur. Above: The male
platypus is one of the world’s few venomous
mammals. Currently, no antivenom exists to reverse
the paralysis and excruciating pain that follows
being stabbed with the spur. Venom is produced by
the platypus’s crural gland, a modified sweat gland,
and is deployed to fend off other males during
mating season. Right: Lisa Kirkland from EnviroDNA
takes a water sample. Photos: Doug Gimesy

‘Effective foraging and courtship behaviour
requires calm, unpolluted pools 1–5 m
deep,’ adds Tamielle. ‘Stormwater, strong
currents, or run-off can scour out the
bottom of pools and wash away the benthic
(bottom-dwelling) macroinvertebrates
platypuses feed on.’ Pollution also reduces
prey abundance, displacing platypuses. So,
how do we detect such an elusive species in
such imperilled habitat?

Staying tuned in
Surveys have established that female
platypuses maintain a home range of
1–4 km, and males of 4–14 km; however, as
recapture rates for platypuses (especially
males) remain low, such observations
are often based on limited data. In 2016,

Gilad and his colleagues trialled using
implanted acoustic telemetry devices to
track the movements of nine platypuses
over six months in the Severn River, NSW.
Platypuses forage underwater, over and
between rocks, and in submerged logs and
tree roots, so affixing external tracking
devices such as collars or tags can present
strangulation or trapping risks or inhibit
burrowing. Gluing telemetric tags on also
proves impractical: a platypus’s thick,
shiny fur regrows quickly, so tags fall off in
about a month.
Gilad and his team surgically
implanted acoustic transmitters into
the intraperitoneal cavity of platypuses
to record the proximity of tagged
individuals. Twenty-five transmitters set

Gilad Bino (left) and Tahneal Hawke (right), a PhD student at
UNSW, implanting intraperitoneal tracking devices to measure
platypus movements and dispersal. Photo: Doug Gimesy
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at intervals along 27 km of riverbank
tracked the passage of the tagged
monotremes. The ability to continuously
track animals over long periods (months
to years, depending on battery life) is
a big advancement. The team found
that mature platypuses were relatively
home-loving, moving little from their
original pool, although cumulatively
they foraged considerable distances.
The average maximum distance between
detections was 360 m to 485 m a day.
Males and juveniles ventured further,
with a maximum detection of 1.2 km.
The shorter the distance of dispersal, the
more researchers might expect limited
gene flow between colonies, placing the
species at higher risk of inbreeding.

eDNA: a vital drop in a
river of research
Given the platypus’s stealth and ability to
quickly submerge or slip into a burrow,
just because you don’t see one doesn’t
mean there isn’t one there! Any good
crime sleuth knows that all animals, even
humans, continuously slough off dead skin
cells and leave microscopic traces of their
DNA wherever they go. Platypuses are no
different. Faeces, hair and skin cells that
are shed into streams and rivers mix with
the water column, so a single droplet of
water can contain the DNA of hundreds
of organisms. Fragments of DNA can later
be filtered out and analysed for specific
fragments of platypus DNA.
Sure, eDNA won’t tell ecologists how
many platypuses are in a particular river, or
their gender or age – like hands-on research
does – but it can significantly streamline the
process of finding platypuses.

‘If we know which waterways platypuses
inhabit, we can set up effective tagging,
acoustic or camera surveys to gather more
data,’ Tamielle explains. Unfortunately,
eDNA can also tell us when platypuses
are absent from habitats. An eDNA survey
conducted in late 2017 by Josh Griffiths
and his colleagues at EnviroDNA, with
funding from the Wimmera Catchment
Management Authority, sampled 35
sites along Victoria’s Wimmera River only
to discover that a platypus population
estimated to be about 200 in the 1990s
(and as many as 1500 at the time of
European colonisation) was now locally
extinct. While individuals might remain in
dams or tributaries, or in a small colony in
the MacKenzie River (in the upper western
Wimmera region), platypuses in the
Wimmera are otherwise extirpated. Severe
drought that caused intermittent drying of
the watercourse in the early 2000s probably
contributed to this loss.
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‘Even if rare individuals survive, the existing
population will be too small to recover in
coming decades without intervention,’ Josh
laments. ‘And before we could re-release
any platypuses in the Wimmera, we’d first
need to determine exactly what went wrong
so we could avoid it happening again.
Unfortunately, the studies, assessments
and interventions to achieve this are timeconsuming and costly.’ Environmental
DNA studies, on the other hand, can now
take place very quickly, present few false
negatives (around 95% accuracy) compared
to traditional trapping surveys, minimise
environmental disturbance, and reduce
the risk of invasive species or diseases
being spread by the introduction of nets or
equipment to aquatic ecosystems. ‘Ideally,’
Josh adds, ‘we want to reach a point where
citizen scientists Australia-wide can sample
waterways, so we can check for platypuses,
protect or rehabilitate the rivers and streams
they inhabit, and devise a comprehensive
map of platypus colonies and how many
individuals each waterway contains.’
Photo: Doug Gimesy

Genomic research and
physical DNA samples
taken from captured
platypuses aren’t the
only tools used to inform
population dynamics. A
game-changer that was
prohibitively expensive
just a few years ago,
environmental DNA
(or eDNA) is now an
extremely cost-effective,
non-invasive way of
finding platypuses using
nothing more than a
water sample.

One mixed-up genome
Monotremes diverged from other
mammals quite early in the evolutionary
tree and retain some traits from our
shared ancestors. Using DNA taken from
a female named Glennie, an international
consortium of scientists including Jenny
Graves from the Australian National
University first sequenced the platypus
genome in 2008. It turns out that the
platypus’s anatomical combination of
reptilian, avian and mammalian features
– which includes lactation, egg-laying,
a distinctly reptilian pelvic ‘girdle’ bone
structure, a low metabolic rate, a single
orifice known as a ‘cloaca’ for reproduction
and defecation, and, in males, venom – is
matched by an equally odd amalgamation
of reptilian and mammalian genes.
Around 80% of the platypus’s genes
are common to the sequenced genomes
of other mammals. But when it comes
to egg fertilisation, the platypus genome
includes both reptilian and mammalian
genes. Venom production was also found

to be facilitated by duplications in certain
genes with an ancestral reptilian origin.
Both male and female platypuses possess
this gene, although the venom production
itself evolved convergently from that which
created venom in snakes.
Sex chromosome differences are equally
quirky. Platypuses have both X and Y sex
chromosomes, like we do, but mutations
over evolutionary time have resulted in
five pairs of sex chromosomes, rather
than two, discovered Frank Grützner from
Australian National University and his
colleagues in 2004. They used fluorescent
tags to find that male platypus sex
chromosomes form what is known as a
‘multivalent chain’ at meiosis (when they
divide in half). When sperm is formed in
the male platypus, the ten chromosomes
assemble in a chain of alternating X’s and
Y’s: all of the X chromosomes move one
way and the Y’s the other, resulting in two
types of sperm cells: an XXXXX sperm to
make a female platypus or a YYYYY sperm
to make a male.
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When combined with the female’s egg,
a female platypus has a XXXXXXXXXX sex
chromosome configuration and a male
has an XYXYXYXYXY configuration. (For a
simple overview, see www.youtube.com/
watch?v=_nyAl7TipkI). This somewhat
unwieldy chromosomal stack-up increases
the risk of error upon replication,
which increases the risk of mutation.
Weirdly, Grützner et al. also found that a
chromosome at one end of this chain was
similar to a mammalian X chromosome,
while the one at the opposite end revealed
commonalities with the DMRT1 sexdetermining gene found in birds.

World-first insights
Before the platypus’s entire genome was
sequenced, scientists believed that the
evolution of sex determination genes
in mammals stretched back about 350
million years, when birds and mammals
were thought to have diverged. In modern
therian mammals, an XX or XY sex
chromosome configuration and a maledominant testis-determining gene (SRY)
governs whether male or female offspring
are produced. The 2008 discovery by
Graves et al. that platypuses lack the
SRY gene common to therian mammals
indicated that SRY evolved after
divergence, altering our understanding
of sex chromosome evolution and dating
the divergence of monotremes at around
165 million years.
In March 2018, Tom Grant and
Jaime Gongora, along with colleagues

from the Wellcome Centre for Human
Genetics at the University of Oxford,
took platypus genomic research even
further, successfully sequencing the whole
genomes of 57 platypuses from across
Tasmania and south-eastern Australia.
This research – the first whole genome
sequencing for a non-placental mammal
– helped clarify kinship structures and
relatedness among individuals. It also
elaborated on the platypus’s dispersal and
evolutionary history.
The study found evidence for four
discrete ancestral populations (NSW,
Central Qld, North Qld and Tasmania)
with minimal gene flow, meaning that
platypuses from North Qld, Tasmania
and NSW last shared a common ancestor
around a million years ago. The ancestry
of Central Qld and NSW platypuses
converged around 300,000 years ago.
The study also raised questions about
male platypus dispersal. Mark–recapture
studies performed by Gilad Bino and
others in NSW rivers found that males
were under-represented in recapture rates,
thought to be due to sub-adult males
dispersing to find territory or mates.
However, a high level of relatedness
among individuals caught in the same
river over the three-year sampling period
indicates males might not disperse as
much as previously believed. The data
also pointed to a genetic bottleneck in
the North Qld population some 10,000
years ago, which could inform efforts to
conserve genetic diversity today.
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Below: Illegal netting and trapping is deadly for platypuses, which drown when they cannot swim
out of drum or opera house nets. Platypuses must surface to breathe every few minutes, and they
lack teeth, so they cannot chew through mesh. In September 2018, three teenagers kayaking on
the Werribee River, Victoria, found eight dead platypuses in a single drum trap and reported it to
authorities (pictured). Photo: Doug Gimesy

HOW YOU CAN HELP
•D
 onate to, or volunteer your time
to, local organisations involved in
platypus or catchment conservation
(such as Wildlife Qld’s PlatypusWatch
www.wildlife.org.au/platypuswatch).
• Pick up litter in parks or near creeks
on your daily walk.
• Join catchment groups that
rehabilitate and protect waterways.
Most hold regular working bees.
• Become a citizen scientist! Your data
counts, and every sighting can help
protect platypuses. Download the
platypusSPOT app or record sightings
at www.platypusspot.org
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